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Vagina Monologues seeks to educate, normalize ‘vagina’
Photo by Sadie Tenpas
Senior Katie Schumacher Junior Allison Wray spoke at last week’s Vagina Monologues.
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
____________________________________Last Friday, Feb. 19, marked Downer Feminist Council’s (DFC) annual performance of “The Vagina Monologues.” DFC members performed skits from the play, written by Eve Ensler written in 1996. Vagina-themed patches—made by juniors Lexi Ames and Willa Johnson—were sold and all the proceeds went to Harbor House, an Outagamie County program to help survivors of domestic abuse. Senior Micayla Hutton has participated in “The Vagina Monologues” for two years now after seeing the show her sopho-more year. “It really struck me how little as a society we talk about vagi-nas. I felt like I really connected with a number of the monologues and decided that I wanted to help tell the stories of these women,” Hutton began. Interestingly, the show began by emphasizing its shortcomings. “‘The Vagina Monologues’ could be more inclusive and do a better job telling the stories of women of color and trans women,” said Hutton. The stories range in their tone, ultimately aiming to cre-ate an open dialogue about the various manifestations of female 
sexuality. Junior Jori Warwick enjoyed the show’s humor, like the skits that asked, “What would your vagina wear?” and “What would your vagina say?”“It was my first time seeing the show and I really liked it,” said Warwick. “I thought it was empowering and a really good way to normalize vaginas.”Hutton believes that every audience member has a different experience when they see “The Vagina Monologues,” but that everyone can get something out of them. “They’re funny, they’re poi-gnant, they’re sad—I think audi-ence members can connect with them on some level whether or not they have experienced the same things as the women in the monologues,” said Hutton.Freshman Taylor Reifert agreed, emphasizing that being a male audience member did not phase him. As a manager of the softball team, Reifert went in sup-port of softball player and per-former in the show, senior Katie Schumacher. “I had no idea what to expect. Obviously, vagina is in the title. But I thought it was funny and there were parts that really made you think,” said Reifert.
Last Thursday, Feb. 18, Lawrence University welcomed writers Erin McGraw and Andrew Hudgins to showcase their writ-ing in “An Evening of Fiction and Poetry." The reading lasted from around 4:30 to 6 p.m., during which both writers read from a collection of their own written works. The authors came to promote two varying strands of writing. Hudgins occupied the first thirty minutes of the event by recit-ing original poetry and McGraw filled the remaining time reading a few of her fictional short sto-ries. Both segments were cush-ioned by introductory speeches by Assistant Professor of English Melissa Range and Associate Professor of English David McGlynn. In his introductory speech, McGlynn mentioned that his friendship with McGraw facilitat-ed her presence that evening. The two guest writers are married and 
were invited to speak together at one event. Range expressed much admiration for the works of Hudgins, deeming them “humor-ous, dark and compassionate.”  The writers also promoted their books, which were available for purchase at the back of the room. The session ended with a short question-and-answer ses-sion. According to Range, these types of events offer a “vital” source of inspiration for aspiring writers on campus. “As far as I’ve seen, they’ve always been pretty good,” Range added, commenting more generally on similar events that have been held in the past.Hudgins also noted the importance of poetry recitals and fiction readings on college campuses during the question-and-answer portion of the event. “Poetry lets us enjoy the plea-sures of the world, because what a grim life it would be if we worked eighteen hours a day, slept, got up and then did it again,” said Hudgins, addressing the topic with a famous quote.
Freshman Claire Engman, who decided to attend the reading after previously enjoying a similar event, appreciated the contrast-ing literary works. “I thought the readings presented an excellent mélange of two mediums of artist-ry that are frequently overlooked in the modern world of literature. Erin McGraw's final short story centered on college icebreakers also made the event unexpectedly topical,” said Engman.“It was so easy to lose oneself in the unceasing fluidity of the writers' performances, diminish-ing the sometimes-intimidating,” replied Engman when asked about what aspect of the reading she most enjoyed. “They harmo-niously transitioned into a dis-cussion instigated by an audience member about the mere practi-calities and simultaneous joys of being an aspiring writer whilst in university,” she continued.“Overall the reading was a well-rounded event perfectly tailored to the word-hungry stu-dent,” concluded Engman.
Kanzuda Islam
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
Guest writers Erin McGraw and Andrew 
Hudgins share original fiction and poetry
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BIG PICTURE small space
GlobeMed hosts Dance-a-thon to raise money for a community garden in Rwanda 
Compiled by Nathan Whiteman
Feb. 26, 2016
RLD NEWSW Sophomore Kori Looker also valued the comedy but namely enjoyed how blunt the show was. “Outside of Lawrence, I feel that this show might have been differently received,” said Looker. Looker and perhaps other audience members left Harper Hall on Friday night feeling less cautious about vaginas, which ultimately fulfills one of “The Vagina Monologues’” goals. “Talking about vaginas helps to normalize them within our society,” concluded Hutton, “I think there are a lot of misconcep-tions about vaginas and having some real talk about them helps to debunk those ideas.”
Vagina
continued from page 1
On Friday, Feb. 19, GlobeMed hosted the 2016 Dance-a-thon, a four hour event in the Esch-Hurvis Room where on-campus dance groups lead participants in a variety of dances. The event lasted from 8 p.m. to midnight. The cost for a ticket was $2 per participant and proceeds went toward a community garden proj-ect coordinated by the Lawrence GlobeMed partner organization in Rwanda.
GlobeMed is a global health awareness and service group. The group partners with a community organization in Rwanda to raise money and provide service for ongoing projects. The funds from this year’s Dance-a-thon will go towards helping the Community of Potters, a marginalized ethnic group in Rwanda, build sustain-able community gardens. Junior and GlobeMed Co-President Monica Paniagua-Montoya explained, “The gardens are sup-posed to help fight malnutrition in the community, which is a huge 
issue in the community, especially among the children.”Paniagua-Montoya noted, “We started Dance-a-thon last year, after hearing that a couple of other GlobeMed chapters do a similar event. We’re hoping to continue the event every year.”Each hour, a new group leads the dances. This year, represen-tatives from Swing House and Alianza taught participants. Music each hour corresponded with some of the cultural influences in the dance steps being taught. Sophomore Elizabeth Utter-
Limon attended the event and remarked, “I like how you learn dances like the Bachata and Merengue.” In addition, refresh-ments and snacks were provid-ed, catered by Bon Appétit. This included cookies, a fruit plat-ter, quesadillas, and chips with dips from around the world. Participants also won prizes from Lawrence Apparel & Gifts, includ-ing sweatshirts, water bottles and t-shirts. The total number of attend-ees was fewer this year than last year. Utter-Limon said, “I feel like 
they didn’t advertise it as much so [… there were] limited people at the Dance-a-thon.” While the event was small, Paniagua said, “We really hope that the event brings a little bit of awareness to the campus. The Community of Potters in Rwanda is not a known group, yet the problems they face should be addressed. We hope that by doing fundraisers and other events, Lawrentians will be more aware of other groups around the world.”
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
CUBA: President Barack Obama made the first visit to Cuba by an American president since the Coolidge adminis-tration. He plans to meet with government officials as well as political dissidents. 
PUERTO RICO: Puerto Rico is placing a price cap on condoms to avoid price gouging during the ongoing Zika epidemic.  
ISRAEL: Iranian poet Payam Feilli is seeking asylum in Isreal due to Iran's persecution of homosexuals. Feilli is cur-rently residing in Tel Aviv, a city he previously visited in 2014 to see a novella he created put on as a play.
ISLAMIC STATE: Twitter has been suspending accounts supporting the Islamic State (IS). Researchers have been sur-prised to discover that repeatedly banning accounts created by the same people has significantly reduced pro-IS propa-ganda spread throughout the website. 
BRAZIL: Peruvian geoscientist Andres Ruzo has discov-ered a "boiling river" in the Amazon Rainforest that was pre-viously believed to be a myth. The river has been measured at 86 degrees Celsius and is fed by water warmed heat from fault lines. Locals have long known about the river and use it in cooking and brewing tea. 
Bon Appétit and Greenfire are working towards minimizing food waste by allowing 
students to sample food before committing to a full-size serving.
Reducing food waste for a more sustainable Lawrence
In the Feb. 19, 2016 issue of The Lawrentian, an article published about KidsGive’s volunteer trip to the East Coast contained 
several errors. One of these misidentified the location of Edwin & Ruth West Professor of Economics & Social Science and 
Professor of Government Claudena Skran’s lecture. The talk was in fact delivered at the Free Library of Philadelphia.
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just sort of change the subject ev-ery time politics come up, they’re going to think it’s weird. It would be much better for you to instead just be direct and honest about how you feel about their discuss-ing politics all the time.I went through this with a friend of mine. I felt exhausted by how much they talked about politics and I just couldn’t take it anymore. After several weeks of 
stewing about it, I finally opened up about how I felt, and they were 
really receptive. We still talk about politics, just not as often. They usually wait for me to bring up the topic, which is really respectful of 
my feelings and reflects the wish-es I had expressed at the time. Of course, it is easier to ex-plain this when you all agree on a topic of political discussion. If you don’t agree, and it’s causing tension, approach the situation with compassion and urge others in your friends group to do the same. A little compassion goes a 
long way. If you approach the con-versation with a set opinion that you need to prove to someone, you’re not learning anything, and the other person is just going to become more entrenched in their opinions. Have compassion for each other and really listen. If this is something that you and your friends cannot do, then that is a good enough reason to not talk about a divisive subject. 
VARIETYFeb. 26, 2016
“Hey there!” Was he talking to me? I was the only one on the street besides a group of neigh-borhood kids playing tag. There he was, in that gaudy ice cream truck, waving at me. When I waved back, he beckoned me over with a smile. Reluctant, I glanced around the street to make sure no one was watching before walking over. “Hey, what’s up?” the ice cream man asked brightly. He was skinny with a crayon-red mohawk and honest, kind eyes. “You busy?”“No.”“I see you around here a lot. Want some ice cream?”“No.” There was something weird about this ice cream truck and its driver: show-ing up out of nowhere, giving out free ice cream — hot ice cream. “Thanks. Someone told me you were bald.” He just grinned and shrugged, so I persisted, “Everyone’s been raving about hot ice cream. What’s with that?”“You’ll have to ask Jack,” the driver answered. “I’ll bet he’s figured it out by now.”Shaking my head, I watched the little kids play tag, laughing and splashing in pud-dles that had recently been snow. The air was warmer. It felt like spring. Everything was changing. “Is all this you?” I asked. “The weather, the kids … even Jack Shi — even Jack has friends. Are you doing all this?”“Me? Nah!” he laughed, leaning his elbows on the counter. “It’s about the ice cream, not the driver.”“Must be some special ice cream.”“It is. Want a sample?”“No, thanks.” I stared down the street, lost in thought. Deb and one of her friends rode past on bikes, laughing. “Looks like you’ve made everyone happy.”
“Not everyone.” I raised my eyebrows as he looked knowingly at me. Great. “How come you never talk to anyone? I’ve seen you hanging around all over the neighbor-hood. You never say anything. You don’t even smile! Afraid of making friends?”I looked away. I wanted to tell him to mind his own business, but instead, I was horrified to hear myself say, “No, but every time I try to say something, I say too much or too little. I hate small talk. I always say something dumb and look like an idiot. It’s easier just to watch.”“Oh, come on!” the ice cream man laughed. “You think you’re the only one to ever feel like an idiot?”“Of course not, but…”“‘But’ nothing! Cut yourself some slack, and everyone else will, too.”I scowled at him for being right. Then I sighed. “How’d you get so wise?”He just smiled. “Answer I will not.” Pointing at an upper window of the Victorian house down the street, he asked, “Do you know her?”It was that girl, the one they called Nervous Nelly, watching us. A few days ago, she’d talked to me for the first time. She had caught me by surprise. I shrugged. “Nope.”“Strawberry’s her favorite.”“Forget it! Besides, I don’t do ice cream — magical or not,” I said, trying not to sound bitter. “I’m lactose intolerant.”“Why didn’t you say so?” He dove behind the counter and came back with a cup of milky yellow scooped ice. “Lemon icy — nothing but water, lemon and sugar. No charge! I know what they say about yel-low snow, but this is totally safe, I promise!” He winked.The joke was so bad, I couldn’t help but laugh. Smiling felt weird, but good. Grinning, 
Winter Lane
Fiona Masterton
Columnist
_____________________________________________
This serial story is written by 
Lawrence University’s Creative Writing Club. 
This week’s author is Kellyn Gagner.
Pacifying Politics
Confessedly, when people first told me of the existence of “Greek Life” in American universities, I rejoiced! I imagined that this term was used to describe spontaneous emotional dancing, eating Greek salad on a daily basis, and reading one of Plato’s opuses. When I arrived here at Lawrence University, only one of my expectations was fulfilled — thanks to the Freshman Studies program, of course. Apparently, the term “Greek Life” is used to describe the system of fraternity and sorority chapters located on a university’s campus. Initially, I was quite suspicious of Greek organizations; as a European, the only source of information I had about them came from references in the media and throughout popular culture. After acquainting myself with the Greek Life culture here at Lawrence and eventu-ally becoming a fraternity member myself, I realized how erroneous the representa-tion of the Greek Life system is in main-stream media.In my experience, there are three basic arguments which represent the opposition to Greek Life culture. Firstly, many people believe that members of a given Greek organization do not branch out beyond their social circle. Secondly, another grave generalization used against members of Greek Life is that they are notorious par-tiers. Finally, numerous people are con-vinced that Greek Life is not taken seri-ously in the professional world. These represent the three main stereotypes that drive arguments against Greek Life cul-ture. Having had first-hand experience as a member of a fraternity, I can confidently say that each of these perceptions are false.I would take on the refutation of these conceptions in reverse order. Being a member of a Greek organization can actually help bolster one’s resume when 
entering the workforce. According to the George Washington University’s Greek life database, more than nine million people nationally are members of Greek organiza-tions. This means that there is a rich net-work of individuals with whom a member of a fraternity or a sorority can connect, thereby placing Greeks at a more advanta-geous position compared to the competi-tion. Also, due to the high expectations of companies today, experience in philan-thropy and extracurricular work is a qual-ity that is greatly appreciated by potential employers. As a member of a Greek organization, one is obliged to go through several trials related to work in philanthropy, academic excellence and even the completion job applications. This also invalidates the sec-ond argument against Greek Life; partying may be a very important part of being in a fraternity or a sorority, but it is not the main concern of these groups. Each of these organizations has an official code of conduct according to which all members are obliged to behave in a manner that is respectful to both the organization’s values and the rest of society. Being involved in such an organization also provides oppor-tunities to make a difference as an active member of both campus and Greek life. Through brotherly and sisterly love, mem-bers of Greek Life bolster each other’s aca-demic performance and encourage each member to be a leader in their circles.Admittedly, the reputation of the Greek Life system is often blackened by individual instances of impudence and recklessness. Nevertheless, generaliza-tions against Greek organizations are quite unbecoming, given the goals of the latter. Personally, joining a fraternity has helped me improve my social skills and excel in areas of organization and planning, whilst also providing me with opportunities to give back to the local community.
Savvas Sfairopoulos
Columnist
________________________________________________________                  
Being A Greek
  
Dear Fiona, 
I consider myself a political 
person. I have well-informed opin-
ions on almost any political topic 
you can think of, and I enjoy think-
ing and talking about politics. The 
thing is, I don’t like doing it all the 
time. Not with my friends. I feel like 
recently what all my friends do is 
talk about politics and the upcom-
ing presidential election. 
At first, it was interesting, 
stimulating and fun. But now it’s 
just frustrating. I am sick and tired 
of talking politics with my friends! 
Either we all agree on a subject and 
it feels like preaching to the choir, 
or we disagree and we argue the 
subject into the ground. Either way, 
the conversation is not productive. 
What can I do about this? I don’t 
really know how to approach this 
situation.
-Defeated Debater
Dear Defeated Debater,The best thing you can do is talking to your friends about it. Say exactly what you just said to me, to them. They should be able to take your feelings about the sit-uation into account; they are your friends, after all.Though the solution to your problem is fairly simple, it’s not a simple problem. As for myself, I spend so much of my alone time thinking about politics or read-ing up on political issues that the last thing I want to do when I’m unwinding with friends is talking about politics. It’s like if you work with kids a lot; you might want to spend your free time hanging out with adults. It’s not that you don’t like kids — if you didn’t, you wouldn’t be working with them! — it’s just that you need some grownup time in your life. This sort of principle applies in this situation. It’s all fun and cool, but everything in moderation. The best advice I can give is to be honest with your friends. If you See page 5
See page 4
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Clare Bruning
 Staff Writer
______________________
Hockey secures trip to playoffs with win against Lake Forest
Freshman Sportlight
George Mavrakis - Basketball
by Brady Busha
Photo by Emei Thompson
The Lawrence University Men’s Hockey team (Vikings) (9-13-3, 8-9-3 NCHA) delivered a show-stopping performance last weekend in the final matchup of the regular season, splitting the series with Lake Forest College, (Foresters) (10-15, 8-12 NCHA) but clinching a playoff berth right in the nick of time. This series was crucial for both teams, as both came in battling for the final play-off spot in their respective divi-sions. The result was a weekend of high-stakes and high-energy hockey.On Friday, Feb. 19, the Vikings traveled to Lake Forest, Ill., to face the Foresters in the series opener. The first period went scoreless, but both teams demonstrated how serious they were about win-ning. The Vikings were the first to get on the board 7:49 into the second period, when senior Matt Moore scored off an assist from fellow senior Ryan Rumble. Lake Forest responded at 16:53 to tie it up before the second intermis-sion.After an even first period in shots (9-9) and a Forester-dominated second period (15-11), the Vikings stepped up their game to outshoot the Foresters in the third period 14-12. However, the Lake Forest attempts were the ones that found their mark. The Foresters scored two goals in a 
short span, putting away one at 5:24 and another at 7:09 to pull ahead 3-1. Lawrence senior Steve Hughes gave the Vikings hope when he scored 18 seconds later to trim the lead. The Vikings con-tinued to dig deep and fight hard, but the Foresters fired one more into the back of the net at 8:43, wrapping up the scoring for the night and earning Lake Forest a 4-2 victory.Junior and goaltender Mattias Söderqvist made 32 saves for the night, the same number as Lake Forest’s goalie. Both teams went 0-for-3 on the power play.Clearly, the first game was a close matchup, and both teams went into Saturday’s sequel with guns blazing, eager to prove them-selves superior and anxious to seal the playoff deal. It took over 16 minutes for the Foresters to score at Appleton Family Ice Center, but it only took freshman Nick Felan two minutes after that to retaliate on behalf of the Vikings, assisted on the power play by sophomore Austin Frank and junior Brad Mueller.Coming into the second peri-od tied and unsatisfied, the flood-gates were about to be opened. Lake Forest scored two goals in the first three minutes of the second period, but the Vikings were not about to be intimidated. Driven by their cheering crowd and the do-or-die, now-or-never nature of the vital game, the Vikings lit the lamp twice in the span of 24 seconds, all less than a minute after the Foresters thought they 
were safely ahead. Hughes scored at 3:34 off assists by Mueller and sophomore Mikkel Jøhnk. Senior Renato Engler added a goal of his own at 3:58, assisted by sopho-more Lane King.Tied again going into the third period, the time was right and the Vikings delivered just what the fans wanted to see. Felan scored again at 1:21 to claim the first Viking lead of the series, assisted by Engler and sophomore Matt Montemurro. Eleven hard-fought minutes later, junior Sean Reynolds scored another for the Vikings off assists from freshman Josh Koepplinger and junior Ryan Eardley to widen the lead to 5-3. The Foresters pulled their goalie while up a man on a power play in an attempt to get back into the game, but Montemurro sent the puck down the ice and into the empty net at 18:59 to finish them off. This final, shorthanded goal brought the final score to 6-3 and brought triumphant cheers from the bench and the stands as the Vikings finally claimed the playoff spot they fought so hard for.Söderqvist recorded 40 saves to Lake Forest’s 47 on Saturday, and Lawrence outshot the Foresters 53-43 and went 1-for-4 on the power play to Lake Forest’s futile 0-for-7 effort.The 2 points from Saturday’s huge win put the Vikings at 19 points, tied with Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE) at last and good enough to beat them out for the third place spot in the Northern College Hockey 
Association (NCHA) North Division. Lake Forest fell just short of Concordia University Wisconsin (11-11-3, 7-10-3 NCHA), who edged them 17-16 out of the third place spot in the South Division for the final playoff spot.The Vikings traveled to Duluth, Minn., to take on the College of St. Scholastica (Saints) (14-8-3, 12-7-1 NCHA) in the quarterfinal round of the Harris Cup Playoffs. Marian University (17-5-3, 15-4-1 NCHA) will play Concordia for the South Division quarterfinals. First-place Adrian College (21-3-1, 17-2-1 NCHA) and second-place St. Norbert College (21-2-2, 17-2-1 NCHA) each receive a bye in the first 
round and await the winners of the quarterfinals for the semifinal matchups this weekend. The first round is single game elimination, so if the Vikings beat the Saints in this one game, they will move on to the semifinals. To determine the next opponent, the remaining teams are re-seeded based on total conference points, and the fourth-place team faces the first, while the third-place team faces the second. The semi-final round is a two-game series with a mini-game if necessary to break a tie.
George Mavrakis recently fin-
ished his first season as a  mem-
ber of the Lawrence University 
Men’s Basketball team.  The team 
concluded their season with a 
win at Monmouth, leaving their 
2015-16 season record at 10-13. 
Mavrakis was the only freshman 
on the squad, and silently went 
to work as a contributor for the 
team.  He averaged 7.5 minutes per 
game, playing in 14 of the team’s 
23 games, and sunk 9 baskets out 
of 23 shots this season for a .391 
average.  Mavrakis also played 
his part on defense, grabbing four 
steals and 11 rebounds during his 
court time.  With a full season 
of experience now, learning from 
players like senior Jamie Nikitas, 
sophomore Jeremy Stephani, and 
senior Troy Miller, the combination 
of experience and natural size gives 
George the potential to be a future 
dynamic player for the Vikings.
Where are you from? What 
drew you to Lawrence?I’m from Glenview, Ill., a northern suburb of Chicago.  I was initially drawn to Lawrence by the family atmosphere that the bas-ketball team has.  Also, I liked how it had a great balance between a great team and a great school, academically.
How do you keep yourself 
focused before you get on the 
court?  Do you have any pre-
game rituals?As far as that goes, I don’t really believe in pre-game rituals, or superstitions.  I just believe in “every man is created equal, some just work harder in the offseason.” It doesn’t have much to do with how you wear your underwear, or what you drank before the game. Obviously, I’m focused, but rou-tine wise, I don’t need any special order to be ready to play.
Is there anything you do in your 
spare time that helps your per-
formance?I stay loose and stretch out, like a lot of other athletes.
What’s one thing you’ve enjoyed 
so far this year as a Lawrence 
student?I’d say that I’ve gotten to meet so many different people from around the world, and that it’s been eye-opening to become friends with them.  I don’t know what it is that makes me enjoy hanging out with such a diverse crowd of people; I just enjoy learning about the different ways people do things, and educating each other on each other’s cul-tures.
In your mind, what has been 
the easiest part of being on a 
collegiate team? What has the 
toughest part been?I would say that the easiest would be feeling comfortable on the court.  It doesn’t make me nervous, except for my first game. I feel very confident in my abili-ties.  The hardest part has been adjusting to the pace and size of the game.  Having to compete against athletes that are two or 
three years older than me, it can be tough to keep up sometimes.
How does Lawrence’s atmo-
sphere differ from that of your 
previous team?I went to a somewhat priv-ileged school north of Chicago. Anywhere you go from there, it will open your eyes a little bit. But, I became more dependent on other people, and you have to accept and acknowledge the people around you a lot more.  You have to rely on others and yourself to get things done, as compared to high school, when a lot of things were done for you.
How have your teammates 
helped you with your transi-
tion into the life of a collegiate 
student-athlete?Lawrence Basketball is all about family.  Since day one, they’ve been very good, and been making me feel a part of the fam-ily.  It’s nice to feel like you’re part of something bigger than just a team, but a group of guys that you’re going to share a lot of mem-ories with in the present and the future.  Being the only freshman, it has been hard, but they’ve under-stood that and adjusted to it.  
Over the past few seasons, the 
Lawrence Men’s Basketball 
team has had a reputation on 
campus as being one of the 
more successful teams, despite 
having a middle-of-the-road 
kind of season this year.  What 
do you think you, individually, 
bring to this team to help make 
sure the team stays up?First, I think I bring a posi-tive attitude, because you can’t get anywhere without guys who are willing to sacrifice hours to get better at their craft.  I think with the way I came in, there’s a lot I can improve on, and grow on, to help the team more and more.  I helped this year, depth-wise, but I hope to have a bigger role throughout my career.
Where do you see this team 
going during your time here at 
Lawrence?I think it’s scary to realize how fast it goes, and I think that every year, watching the seniors graduate, you get a glimpse as to why you need to work hard.  In the coming years, we’re going to be a very balanced team that cares about winning together.  That’s coming. 
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
The hockey team celebrates a win against MSOE on Feb. 6.
I thanked him and said, “You know … I think you’re wrong. It isn’t about the ice cream; it’s about the driver.”The ice cream truck driver 
looked surprised then started to smile.The girl had disappeared from the window. A moment later, the door of the old house opened and she stood barefoot in the doorway. She waved. I waved back awkwardly.  “Hi … Nervous Nelly.”She started to speak, but it 
took a moment for sound to come out. “P-p-peeping T-Tom.”
Peeping Tom?! “It’s Ted, actu-ally,” I muttered. “And I don’t peep. When someone stares, I stare back. That’s all.”She smiled welcomingly. “W-would you like t-to … c-come in?”
“Why don’t you come out?”She hesitated, then ventured onto the porch, timidly sitting on the top step and smoothing out her skirt. Despite being clearly distressed to be outside, she beamed all the same. We sat on the steps for a while in silence. I didn’t know what to say, and she 
didn’t seem to like talking. She liked the lemon icy, though.Then, something miracu-lous happened: the clouds broke entirely, and the sun came out.
Winter Lane
continued from page 3
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STANDINGS
Photo by Emei Thompson
Hayley Cardinal - Swimming
Female Athlete of the Winter
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman
MEN’S BASKETBALL 
TEAM              MWC    OVR 
St. Norbert 18-0  21-2 
Carroll    15-3  19-4 
Ripon    13-5  15-8 
Lake Forest    10-8  12-10 
Monmouth   9-9  13-10 
Beloit  9-9  11-12 
Lawrence   7-11  10-13 
Grinnell   6-12  9-14 
Cornell   6-12  8-15 
Illinois   5-13  8-15 
Knox   1-17  2-21 
 
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM MWC  OVR 
St. Norbert  18-0  19-4 
Cornell    15-3  18-5 
Grinnell    12-6  15-8 
Ripon  10-8  14-9 
Illinois  9-9  12-11 
Lake Forest   9-9  11-12 
Carroll   8-10  9-14 
Knox  7-11  12-11 
Beloit   7-11  9-14 
Monmouth   4-14  5-18 
Lawrence  0-18  0-23 
HOCKEY
TEAM     NHCA OVR
North
St. Norbert      17-2-1   21-2-2 
St. Scholastica 12-7-1   14-8-3
Lawrence        8-9-1     9-13-3
MSOE         9-10-1   14-10-1
Northland       6-12-2   7-15-2
Finlandia        1-17-2    1-21-3
South
Adrian 17-2-1 21-3-1
Marian 15-4-1 17-5-3
Concordia 7-10-2     11-11-2
Lake Forest 8-12 10-15
Aurora 2-17-1 2-22-1
CJ Revis
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
This week, I sat down with senior Hayley Cardinal, a captain 
and standout swimmer on the Lawrence University Women’s Swim 
team. This past weekend, Cardinal competed in her final Midwest 
Conference Championships, capping off another stellar season in her 
Lawrence career by swimming to the title in the 200-yard butterfly in 
2:24:13, the 100-yard breaststroke title in 1:04:96 that earned her a 
NCAA “B” cut and a third place finish in the 200-yard individual med-
ley. Cardinal previously held the top times in all three races, and was 
named Midwest Conference Swimmer of the Week four times this sea-
son. The Lawrence Women’s team finished third in the championships.
Gabe Chapman: How did this season compare to your previous sea-sons here at Lawrence?
Hayley Cardinal: I think it’s been a really good season. I think the team has been more encouraging every year. Last year, I had a strong season, but it was cut short because I went abroad. It’s been great to go through my full season knowing I could get the times I was able to last year. I think overall as a team, we’ve been getting along a lot better, and I think that the positive attitude has made a difference in the season overall. We try to cheer for every person on the team, and that’s my favorite thing about being on this team. It’s been an interesting year knowing that it’s my last, so that put some extra pressure on it, but at the same time having certain goals from last year in times I never thought I’d reach before. Trying to reach them again has really put into perspective what I can and cannot do. That’s made it more intense but also really exciting.
GC: When you were a freshman what goals did you have coming into your collegiate career?
HC: I actually wasn’t sure if I would swim. I was recruited by [Head Track and Field Coach] Jason Fast, and he let [Head Swim Coach 
Andrew Fleek] know I also swam. I had taken my senior year of high school swimming off for various reasons, so I didn’t have many expectations of myself and if I’d even be competing on a college swim team. I think I did it to get to know people and make friends, but I never would have imagined being where I am now. I could’ve never imagined being at this level and dropping five seconds in my 100-breaststroke from my high school time. I thought that getting a 1:06 was my lifetime goal, and when I got a 1:04 I couldn’t believe it. So, I guess I’ve surpassed all the goals I’ve set for myself, and I think that’s because of the people I’ve been able to swim with. I’ve been pushed by my teammates more than I could ever expect, which sounds bad but has been really great for me. 
GC: So swimming for Lawrence has changed your whole outlook on the sport.
HC: Yeah, I was just thinking about what my life would’ve been like here without swimming, because the majority of my friends are swimmers and we spend so much time together. Having that foun-dation of friends and seeing upperclassmen on the team balancing swimming and homework and other extracurricular activities was very important to me because as a freshman I didn’t know if I would be able to fit it all in. But to me, swimming is the best stress reliever because it’s a mental break from everything else. It motivated me to set goals and think about what I can do. When I see freshmen come in and are concerned about whether they can balance it all, I [would] say you don’t have to be defined as a swimmer because there are people on this team who do a million other things. 
GC: What’s your leadership role on the team like?
HC: I’m one of three female captains. My favorite part about being a captain is every week we have a swimmer of the week, and it’s a way to recognize people on the team who may not be the fastest. But we recognize how much effort they’re putting in or how positive they are, because attitude is such an important part of swimming and the mental aspect of the sport. This year we’ve been really good about having one every week, just so everyone sees them and they are recognized as a valued member of the team. Especially with Division III swimming, knowing they’re doing it by choice is really important and something I like to make sure to be valued. Another thing I promote is cheering and supporting each other in every single race, especially for the distance races, because those are very long and grueling races. My parents mentioned this weekend that Lawrence was the only team who had swimmers cheering next to the lanes for all the races. For me, that’s the legacy I want Lawrence to be remembered for, because that’s what is really important to our team. The person could be coming in last, but we will be cheering for them every single yard. 
GC: Was there one point this season you think was a definitive moment in your Lawrence career?
HC: I’d have to say it was last year when we swam at University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh—which carried over into this season. That’s where I dropped a lot of time for the 200-breastroke. I swam it all by myself – which is terrifying – and it’s just a really hard and painful race in general. But the entire team was on both sides of the pool cheering, and with the breaststroke you can hear really well every time your head comes out of the water. It felt like there was so much support from every single person, that it made swimming it so much easier because they believed in me. And then this year, reaching those times again after taking so much time off abroad was super exciting, and that got me ready for conference because I knew if I could do that at [University of Wisconsin at] Oshkosh, I could do it at conference.
Well, that was a letdown. The NBA trade deadline passed last Thursday and many expected big names and star players to be wear-ing different uniforms by the end of it. Given how exciting last year’s deadline was with close to 40 moves, many were excited for this one to produce similar results. But by the end of it, not that much was accomplished. Some of the moves will definitely have an impact on the teams they effected, but all of the teams kept their core play-ers. Going in, there were rumors about Pau Gasol, Blake Griffin, Jeff 
Teague and Dwight Howard all potentially being traded. None of them were moved at the deadline.Before I analyze the trades and deem winners and losers of the deadline, here are the signifi-cant moves. The Cavaliers added Channing Frye. The Clippers added Jeff Green while giving Lance Stephenson to the Grizzlies. The Grizzlies also added Chris “Birdman” Anderson and P.J. Hairston; the Wizards acquired Markieff Morris from the Suns; the Pistons grabbed Tobias Harris from the Magic, and the Thunder now have Randy Foye. The Pistons also had a trade in place to acquire Donatas Montiejunas and Marcus 
Thornton from the Rockets, but that trade was voided after Montiejunas failed his physical. The addition of Frye by the Cavaliers is a solid pick up. He will contribute right away, as he will provide some much needed out-side shooting, while still providing them with size on the defensive end. The Cavaliers were the favor-ites in the East without him, and while it is not the biggest addi-tion he will definitely help them. The Green-Stephenson swap looks to be good for both teams. The Grizzlies will hope to get Stephenson back to his Indiana form where he was one of the top defenders in the league and 
could provide instant offense. The Grizzlies were in dire need of a two-way player like Stephenson and will at least benefit from his athleticism. Jeff Green also makes the Clippers better by adding consistent depth at his position, rather than the hot-and-cold Josh Smith.  Both the Wizards and the Pistons made their moves clearly to make a push for the playoffs, and they certainly helped their chances. Markieff Morris may be a risk to take on, but the upside is there and they’re hoping he can find some of the chemistry he had with Dragic a few years ago with John Wall now. Tobias Harris is a great pick-up for the Pistons. He’s 
only 23 years old and has shown flashes of the player he might become. Every team that made a move improved and can all be seen as winners at the deadline, even if just minor winners.The loser here is clearly the Chicago Bulls, a team that is still struggling to find an identity more than 50 games into the season. While Gasol is a good player for them, he is getting old. It would have been nice to move him and acquire some younger pieces that could help them in the future, since this is definitely not their year.
NBA trade deadline passes without controversy
If no one is willing to be compas-sionate and listen to one another, there’s no point in continuing the argument. All in all, the best thing to do is to be honest. These people are your friends. They want you to be happy and enjoy the time you all spend together. They will un-derstand that means not talking about politics as much.Good luck!-Fiona
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org 
and  www.nchahockey.org
Feb. 24, 2015
Stress Addict
continued from page 3
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Scheduling Parties at Lawrence 
Just past the information desk in the Warch Campus Center, across from the Somerset room, a wide range of photos are now being displayed. From beautifully pink colored skies to a grumpy looking lizard, these pho-tos seem to come from all corners of the world. In actuality the photos are from around the world, showcasing the photos students have submitted for the Off-Campus Programs photo contest. The contest—which was run on the Off-Campus Programs Facebook page—used photo ‘likes’ to determine the winners. The top three winners are dis-played in frames, yet with so many photos the temporary gallery shows a sampling of all the photos submitted. The gallery also reveals the many plac-es where Lawrentians have studied and their numerous great experiences. 
Each photo has a small explanation next to it, describing the photo and story, allowing the viewer to live in the same moment the photographer did. A few of the many places shown in the gallery include Madagascar, Berlin, London, Senegal, Italy, Granada, Austria, France and Thailand. The debut of these photos follows a push for study abroad education at Lawrence University, working toward increased awareness and participation in the numerous program options both inside and outside of the United States. This year also represents an increase in the financial aid available for students studying abroad with an increased cap from $5,600 to $8,000 per term to make it possible for more Lawrence students to study abroad. One of the greatest barriers to studying abroad often centers on money concerns, which this change seeks to mitigate. 
Campus was ablaze last weekend with a few high key parties all in one night. On Saturday evening, Sigma Phi Epsilon’s (Sig Ep) “Tight and Bright” and Delta Tau Delta’s (Delt) “Dirty Barn Party” turned campus into a mass of oddly outfitted Lawrentians, while Sinfonia churned out live music from 3 p.m. until midnight.Some Lawrentians were overwhelmed by the options, and rumors circulated that some of the party hosts were frustrated by the timing of the events. However, junior and Sig Ep member Andres Capous pushed back against any assumptions of animosity. Capous expressed that one of the goals of Tight and Bright was to bring Greek orga-nizations together. “Over time, Greek organizations have lost connection with one another and every year that goes by we lose more and more pres-ence on campus. We want to strengthen the bonds within the Greek community so that we can support one another,” Capous said. To improve that con-nection, Sig Ep sent videos to each of the sororities person-ally inviting their members to attend the party, as well as for-mal invitations to some of the fraternities. Capous stressed 
that this inclusivity applies to other groups on campus as well, which leads to his second point about the importance of Tight and Bright. “Many organizations are trying to provide safe spaces where people that aren't able to go downtown or to the VR [Viking Room] still have a chance to relieve some of their stress,” Capous explained. “Unlike these on-campus safe spaces, neither the bars down-town, nor the VR, are great plac-es to dance with your friends.” Themed parties like Tight and Bright and Dirty Barn offer this outlet for students. Themed parties also offer something for students to look forward to year to year. “Tight and Bright has been a recurring theme for Sig Ep for many years now,” Capous said. “I think keep-ing a tradition alive is essential for organizations that have been around campus for so long. It helps build a culture by adding historical value to the event.” However, since some of these themed parties have grown to be expected events each year at Lawrence, if other things happen on the same night, it can either take away from that party’s crowd – if it is a similar event – or it can add to the amount of people that go out – if it’s a different kind of event.Last year, Greenfire hosted a party titled “Slack and Black” on the same night as Tight and Bright. The play-on-words was 
intended to attract the oppo-site demographic crowd of what might be interested in Tight n Bright, thus encouraging more of campus to feel included in campus events. Senior Emily Wendorff explained why Greenfire did not have Slack and Black again this year. “Although it was fun to have Slack and Black to jux-tapose with Tight and Bright last year, there were already a lot of parties going on during that particular weekend this year,” she said. “Our parties typ-ically feature live music from off- and on-campus bands, and it’s important for them to have decent attendance. “So we figured that, rather than have bands prepare and rehearse music only to see low attendance, we could just as easily reschedule Slack and Black – partially out of respect to the performers and partially to displace unnecessary work for Greenfire.”When asked if Sig Ep felt affected by Delt’s party, Capous said, “It definitely didn’t bother us. There are enough people on campus for both parties to be a success. That being said, we’ll try to communicate better next time.”Delt was willing to answer similar questions about their own event, but were not able to get in touch with me before this article went to print. We always welcome letters to the editor to respond to anything we publish. 
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer
___________________
Laura Leppink
Staff Photographer
__________________________________________
“Naptime in an Olive Grove” taken by senior Isabel Dammann during the Earth and Environment in 
Italy program in Fall Term 2015.
“Prehistoric Glance” taken by junior Alexis Ames during the SUNY Madagascar program in 
Fall Term 2015.
Students attended parties at Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia (top) and Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Photos by Billy Liu
P h o t o  F e a t u r e:
FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ
CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS  
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!
OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M. www.MuncheezPizzer ia .com  |   600 W.  Col lege Ave.  Downtown Appleton
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Reflecting on “The 
Vagina Monologues”
“Poppies, Tower of London” taken by senior Hannah Jeruc during the London Centre program in Fall Term 2014.
study abroad photo contest
Eve Ensler’s “The Vagina Monologues” was performed by the Downer Feminist Council (DFC) on Friday, Feb. 19. It was the annual hour of anecdotes collected about vaginas. Lecturer of Gender and Freshman Studies and faculty advisor to DFC Helen Boyd Kramer said, “‘The Vagina Monologues’ focuses on the core issue of body shame that women are taught, the misogyny that’s based on fear of and ignorance about wom-en’s bodies. Being a feminist means being part of a movement to end oppression. For me, being a feminist means being engaged in social justice of many kinds.”When it comes to the word “vagina,” the cast had different points of views. Sophomore and DFC President Shelby Johnson said, “When I hear the word ‘vagi-na,’ uncomfortable memories from seventh grade health class come to mind. It certainly isn’t a sexy word.” Senior and DFC Secretary Hannah Shryer said, “I think of naturalistic beauty, mystery and strength.” Junior and DFC Vice President Allison Wray thinks of beauty, but also “the over-whelmingly negative culture we've built around vaginas and how that both saddens me and encourages me to promote body/vagina positivity in my life!”Kramer said, “I hope the audience takes away the understanding that it is only recently we have started undoing the sexual shaming of women for having bod-ies at all, and that having a vagina doesn’t mean being a woman. That is, there are women who don’t have vaginas, and there are men who do. Genitals don’t equal gen-der, and sometimes this play makes it feel like they do.” DFC hopes that the audience, espe-cially those who identify as female, leave feeling empowered. The monologues were prefaced with an acknowledgement that the monologues included, originally per-formed in 1996, are not perfect and do not include all women in today’s society 
as far as race and gender are concerned. However, it is a starting off point for indi-viduals who are not familiar with positive empowerment and validation of their own experiences.The cast shared their thoughts in per-forming the monologues. “When I first read the script I was very intimidated and ner-vous. The script is funny, but it requires a lot of practice to do it justice. When I per-formed last year, it was incredibly empow-ering and gave me a lot of confidence in different spheres of my life,” said Johnson. “I really enjoyed the script when I first read it and enjoyed it even more when per-forming,” said Wray, who is performing for her second year. “I think there certainly is an element of the monologues that comes to life when performed live,” she said. “Reading the script is always fascinat-ing, but when I get to perform the mono-logues I can connect with the words viscer-ally. In a way that feels uplifting and broad-ens my perspective. This is my third year participating in ‘The Vagina Monologues,’ and I've learned a lot each time,” added Shryer. What did the cast learn from doing the Monologues? Shryer said, “The monologues have helped me to foster feelings of self-love and empowerment. My affection for all women and their diverse experiences has increased in the process.”  Wray said, “I've learned that different casts create different and beautiful combi-nations of monologues and each individual brings their own personal experiences that impact their performances.” Johnson says talking about vaginas is very fun “and we should do it more often.”Johnson’s favorite monologue is “Because He Liked To Look at It.” It was not initially her favorite monologue, but it grew on her over time. “It really emphasizes the power of a single experience and how pow-erful it feels to love yourself.” Wray said, “My favorite monologue to perform, even though it's incredibly dif-ficult, would probably be ‘My Vagina Was My Village.’ This year was my first time per-forming this monologue and I was drawn to it because of its beauty and intense emo-tion,” she said. 
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer
_______________________________
“1973 Plane Crash” taken by junior Bailey Reiners during the IES Berlin program in Fall Term 2014.
The winning photo, “Karlskirche at Christmas,” taken by junior Anne Ela during the ISA Granada program in 
Fall Term 2015 
Senior Micayla Hutton delivers a monologue during the Friday evening event.
Photos  by Rose Nelson
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzer ia .com  |   600 W.  Col lege Ave.  Downtown Appleton
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This column’s recent theme of solo projects contin-ues this week by covering Don Kongo, known to most as junior Kyle Labak. Since about eighth grade, Labak has been creating offbeat, whimsical and catchy music with a strong empha-sis on narrative prose. While incredibly unique, he makes music that has a familiar and relatable feel, mostly made possible by its poppy produc-tion and stories that pull the listener in.With such an early start and a surprisingly consis-tent musical and lyrical voice, Labak’a beginning as Don Kongo was interesting. Two experiences were integral in pushing him to play—his brother getting a digital eight-track recorder and an in-depth discussion regarding the sound and feel of music. After both these events happened during middle school, Labak imme-diately started recording the music he had been hearing in his head and the fictional sto-ries he had written.While his overall style and sound have not changed much since then, his lyrics have shifted from purely fictional to more realistic and life-based. For the most part, Labak has let the music grow naturally with him, meaning no sudden changes and a gradual, logical progression.For him, Don Kongo’s music started as a fictional escape, a way to cope with the stress and duller days of middle school and early high school. “It was my way of bringing a little more light into my life,” Labak explained. “I had the delusion that it would bring light into other people’s lives.” While his music is less of an escape now, he still uses it to exude a “quirky positivity,” as he puts it, for himself and those who listen.The upbeat nature tof every song is contagious, and it is inevitable the listener will find themselves smiling occa-sionally, bobbing their head and feeling happy. Labak does a fantastic job of changing the feel, genre, style or other aspects constantly through-out his releases while still tying together each song with a thread of “quirky positivity” and bizarre storytelling.Take, for example, the transition from “Eros Pulses” to “Dallas” on his most recent album, “The Summer of the Wa.” While the polka-esque 
“Eros Pulses” has a strange but alluring feel to it, much like songs from Tom Waits’ 80’s trilogy, the following tune is completely different, packed with synths over a fast shuffle. However, the stark contrast makes sense and just pulled me in more.Also worth noting about Don Kongo is the incredible amount of work put into each album. In all of his releases, Labak composes and records each track—drums, bass, gui-tars, synths and overdubbed vocals. To not only know how to play each instrument but also to have the knowledge to integrate it into each song is remarkable.The unfortunate side of this, though, is that Labak will not be able to perform live without a band. However, he has started reaching out to other musicians, planning to put on shows and record with instruments he does not play. He would like to focus on live shows next term in an effort to experience that unfamiliar aspect of musical creation.Luckily for him, there are plenty of musicians interested in collaborating and taking in his music as their own. As a Chinese and Spanish major with an extreme passion for music, a main reason Labak chose to attend Lawrence University was to immerse himself in an environment of music. With this environment he sometimes feels pressured by the musicians around him but ultimately happy to be able to share his work and have so many different musicians to join forces with.Every time I see a stu-dent carving out so much time to focus on their passion of music, especially when they are not in the Conservatory, I feel inspired and proud. These peers are continuing to express themselves via an art form that can often be hard to channel when not studying it academi-cally. I look forward to seeing Labak progress as a musician and songwriter and have no doubt he will continue to do so.Don Kongo is currently working on his third album and setting up shows throughout Spring Term, so stay tuned. You can listen to his two most recent albums and one EP here: <https://donkongo.bandcamp.com/music>.
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_______________________
Don Kongo
    Emma Arnesen
     Staff Writer 
________________________
On Feb. 18 students gath-ered in the Wriston Art Center Galleries to view a presentation of interconnected music and visu-al art called “Pattern & Music: Performances in the Galleries.” Nine musicians performed con-temporary compositions in front of modern art pieces.The event was all about finding beauty in patterns of all kinds—in the modern art pieces and in the musical techniques demonstrated—and restating the value of pure aesthetic attrac-tion, rejecting the need for ethical appeals.For a long time, Frederick R. Layton Professor of Art and Associate Professor of Art Rob Neilson and Assistant Professor of Art History Benjamin Tilghman worked to collect pieces of art that fit this theme. Neilson and Tilghman feel that “Beauty has been so exploited in our society that we have learned to mistrust it […] Carefully crafted objects are dismissed as elitist; lush and pristine surfaces are considered superficial.” The first musical offering was a performance in the main lobby by the ensemble Slipstream. Slipstream is comprised of senior Joe Connor on saxophone, senior 
Matt Blair on piano, Dan Reifsteck ‘15 on percussion and senior Ilan Blanck on guitar. Their delivery of Louis Andriessen’s “Hout” set the mood for the following hour. Described by members of the group as “music from space,” “Hout” uses a familiar musical form, the canon, and turns it on its head. Each melodic line begins only one sixteenth note after the others, creating an “organized mess” of other-worldly sounds. The piece undergoes numerous transformations during its ten-minute runtime, but it usually retains its active canonic pattern.Immediately after “Hout” concluded, juniors Jason Koth and Jack Breen performed a wild saxo-phone duet at the bottom of the lobby stairway. The audience had to stand up from their seats and lean over the railing to watch. From this point on, the event was much more freely structured; peo-ple were invited to wander around the gallery as they pleased—the music could be heard from any of the rooms.One outstanding work in the gallery was “Arabesque” by Jennifer Angus, a University of Wisconsin - Madison artist. She covered all four walls of her allot-ted room with hundreds of insects arranged in geometrical patterns. From far away, it could almost be mistaken for a wallpaper design. Every preserved insect in the 
design was meticulously posi-tioned; it must have taken ages to cover such a large space.After viewers had taken a few minutes to survey all of the pieces on display, a new performance began. Super senior and flutist Leo Sussman performed “Loops I” by Philippe Hurel, a whirlwind of challenging scales. Sussman was positioned in front of three drawings comprised of nearly-random markings that were sym-metrical along a vertical access. Both works shared an anxious and unstable tone.Next, junior and flutist Erec VonSeggern performed David Lang’s “Thorn,” a piece about spacing between alternating musical “spikes” and lulls. Later, senior Kenni Ther and Reifsteck performed percussion duos on unique bell-like instruments.After about 45 minutes browsing the galleries and lis-tening to the music, everyone returned to the lobby to listen to Slipstream as they rounded out the program with music by Chris Misch and Patrick Marschke ‘15.While the theme of the show was well-developed, neither the performances nor art installa-tions thrust it upon the attend-ees. People were allowed time and space to draw their own conclu-sions about the nature of beauty and where it can be found.
Music in Wriston galleries 
mimics displayed patterns 
    Wendell Leafstedt
     Staff Writer 
_________________________
Last Friday evening, Feb. 19, students gathered in Harper Hall for the Downer Feminist Council’s (DFC) annual production of “The Vagina Monologues.” Originally written by Eve Ensler and first performed in 1996, this episodic play has been reenacted and pre-sented at many different college campuses in the United States. The show opened with a general trigger warning to the audience about some of the more sensitive topics. Each monologue tells a unique story about women and their vaginas. The skits range from humorous experiences of menstruation, sex, love and mas-turbation, to more serious topics about birth, rape and female geni-tal mutilation. The first piece titled “Worried” began by confessing to the audience that almost every woman is worried about her vagi-na. Like the Bermuda Triangle, the vagina is a black hole with “dark-ness and secrecy” surrounding it. In the monologues, over 200 women were interviewed, older women, younger women, mar-ried women, single women, les-bians, college professors, actors, sex workers and women of all ethnicities and backgrounds. At first women were reluctant to talk about their vaginas because they were shy. The word vagina is a “totally ridiculous, complete-ly unsexy word.” However, once the women started talking, they 
could not stop. Women secretly love to talk about their vaginas. The main reason being that no one had ever asked them about it before. A list of common, even derogatory names for vagina were named. The nicknames ranging from words like “poochi, toadie, coochi” to “monkey box” brought laughter to the room and lessened any tension or initial discomfort from audience members. In another piece, the ques-tion, “If your vagina got dressed what would it wear?” was asked. From answers such as a leopard hat to emeralds to a taffeta ball gown, another list of comical and absurd clothing options was pre-sented. This followed with what the vagina would say if it could speak. “Is that you?” to a sexual “Oh yeah” and “Enter at your own risk” brought more laughter to the audience. The cast’s ease in talking about vaginas and not being afraid to read in a sensual tone gave the performance a relaxed and comfortable vibe. The confidence of the speakers was empower-ing and helped audience members relate to some of the experiences and thoughts that were shared in the monologues. Many of the monologues focused on the vagina as a foreign and unknown part of the body. However, throughout the telling of different stories, women began to realize their unique beauty and were able to come to terms with their bodies. In “The Flood,” a 72-year-old woman was inter-viewed and told her story of never having an orgasm. She described 
her vagina as a cellar, “A place you don’t go. It’s closed up, under the house. It’s down there.” In anoth-er piece, “The Vagina Workshop” a woman tells her story of her vagina being an “anatomical vacuum,” a practical and solely biological form. However, upon realizing that everyone has their own “unique beautiful, fabulous vagina” and being able to see it up close for the first time, she was able to appreciate herself and be empowered. This monologue ended with an enlightened mes-sage to all women. “My vagina is a shell, a tulip, and a destiny. I am arriving as I am beginning to leave. My vagina, my vagina, me.”  Shifting to a more serious topic, stories of rape and female genital mutilation were shared. The monologue “My Vagina Was My Village” was told from the point of view of a rape survivor. The story was to represent 20,000 to 25,000 women and girls who were raped during wartime in Bosnia. To women, rape is another kind of war. The narration caused some movement in the audience because of the graphic details, horrific imagery and strong lan-guage. The monologue compared her vagina to her hometown; a river of poison where everything had been invaded and died—somewhere she did not want to touch or visit. One of the last pieces shared was titled “I Was in the Room” and recounted the birth of Ensler’s granddaughter. Described as a 
DFC delivers empowering performance 
of “The Vagina Monologues” 
See page 9
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It is always interesting to see how actors and directors choose to do Shakespeare. He is a slip-pery fellow, the Bard, and “Much Ado About Nothing” is one of his slipperier comedies. It starts out as a “hangout comedy,” a term meaning a show where we just like to sit back and enjoy a bunch of characters going about their entertaining ways. The play takes a sharp left turn into the serious after a false accusation, only to wrap itself up happily in a bow, the whole problem indeed being much ado about nothing.  But that leaves the production choosing to mount this particular play with a challenge. Namely: how to give this whole thing some weight or at least keep things fun and memorable. Though this is not the easiest task a lot of the time, Shakespeare has an excel-lent escape route, as the play has in its leads two of his best charac-ters: Benedick and Beatrice. They can best be described as the first romantic comedy couple. Played in Lawrence University’s produc-tion by juniors Olivia Gregorich and Kip Hathaway, they are noth-ing less than a winning team, one that more than deserves your respect. They deserve so much of your admiration in fact that I will praise them individually. Gregorich was previously show-cased in “Somewhere North” and “The Test,” and her portrayal of Beatrice was an excellent exam-
ple of a character utterly at ease with herself. She was a Katharine Hepburn-esque example of affable haughtiness. Therefore when her mask cracked to reveal an enor-mous depth of feeling, Gregorich’s performance was one that would make any performer feel proud. Hathaway, having previous-ly established himself in “Street Scene” and “Rimers of Eldritch,” delivered a performance so great that if there was by chance a Hollywood agent in the audience, he would have been instantly whisked off to become a com-edy star in the Bill Murray/Andy Samberg vein. It is almost impos-sible to describe how funny he is, if only because of his sheer physi-cality in the role. It was so full of bizarre and hysterical nuances that make no sense unless seen in the proper context, while at the same time he showed that when the chips are down he can deliver earnestness and honesty. This guy is a star, sign him up and make him famous.The rest of the cast acquit-ted themselves well, though their roles were not as juicy. Sophomore Evie King delivered a very good Dogberry that was admirable and pitiable at the same time. The set design and music cues were also very choice, with admiration especially going to the lighting team, who were able to cue even the subtlest of changes. While this may be minor Shakespeare, Lawrence’s produc-tion did an excellent job to elevate the material. The Bard would nod in approval, if he was not too busy laughing.
Gregorich and Hathaway 
shine in “Much Ado”
     Henry Dykstal
      Staff Writer
________________________
Album Review
Animal Collective’s 
“Painting With”
Last Friday, Feb. 19, the highly anticipated new Animal Collective album was released. Despite generally being much fonder of albums from the middle of their career, such as “Strawberry Jam” and “Feels,” and some of their early works, I was very excited for “Painting With.” My excitement only grew after hearing some of the singles and learning John Cale—famous for founding and playing with the Velvet Underground—and virtuosic saxophonist Colin Stetson con-tributed to it.After listening to the whole album straight down and sev-eral times more, I was happy with it, but not blown away. It certainly had a good amount of Animal Collective craziness, but there was no doubt it was polished and toned down this time. It was almost as if they had decided to make their ver-sion of a warped pop album.While this approach defi-nitely catered to some fans more than others, I did miss the unhinged wackiness and inten-
sity they seem to have been losing over time. However, the album is definitely fun to listen to, and they did a fantastic job of tailoring their music to be more accessible than the song “Grass” from the album “Feels” or the bulk of their first few albums.While the overall produc-tion and composition is a lot tighter than normal, the con-sistency of the vocals is what drew me in the most. No matter how their music is—whether it is somber, hectic, bittersweet, anything—their vocals never cease to be a driving force that commands attention and real-ly captures the essence of the band. It is an element unique to the band and is a main focus on pretty much all of their albums.The vocals on this album really keep me thinking as highly of the album as I do, even if I do not resonate with the musical elements as much. Bubbly, charismatic and even a bit chaotic, Panda Bear and Avey Tare’s voices do not blend on “Painting With” but rather bounce and cascade off each other in an impressive man-ner. While other elements add to the excitement of listening 
to the album, the vocals, in my opinion, are the main attraction and do an outstanding job of not only providing lyrics and melody, but also rhythm, tex-ture and a general mood from song to song.It is funny how listening to an album on loop can force you to like it a lot more than when you started. As I finish this arti-cle and listen for the tenth time, I have decided it is an album that promises an interesting path for Animal Collective and that it is pure fun. With some of their other albums, there are certainly moments of sadness, negative chaos and the like, but this album is, for the most part, a light-hearted and engaging listening experience.For those not familiar with Animal Collective, I would not suggest this as a first listen, but for fans, this is a nice pal-ate cleanser. Complex—but not begging for close listening every time—and entertaining, “Painting With” is a nice break from their much more outward-ly emotionally intense releases.
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_______________________
Sophomores Cassidy Salentine, Nalee Douangvilay and Hannah Birch perform in “The 
Vagina Monologues.” 
Photos by Veronica Bella
“sacred vessel the vagina, like an operatic mouth” sang with all of its strength to bring a new being in the world. The mono-logue shared this special moment of awe and reverence. Though all of the monologues held different meanings and shared unique perspectives into individual women’s lives, the per-
formance as a whole was empow-ering and awe-inspiring. In our society today vaginas are objecti-fied and viewed as a pejorative part of the woman. However, in sharing these stories of women from all backgrounds, “The Vagina Monologues” is able to break these stereotypes and bring awareness to the challenges in loving the human body and understanding its beauty and value. Last Friday, Feb. 19, at 8 p.m., the Lawrence University Memorial Chapel experienced a perfor-mance by the critically acclaimed Ambrose Akinmusire Quartet. The quartet, composed of one pianist, one bassist, one drummer and, of course, the namesake of the quar-tet himself—Ambrose Akinmusire on trumpet—performed approxi-mately an hour and a half of jazz without an intermission.From my view of the cha-pel stage on the center balcony, I thought I saw the lights in the auditorium actually dim a little as Akinmusire and his counterparts walked out onstage to enthusi-astic applause. A cool trumpet note started what can only be described as a seamless perfor-mance. The image that came to my mind for the first piece was a misty morning dawn, given color by the different tones of the trum-pet. During Akinmusire’s solo moments, the pianist, drummer and bassist quietly and almost reverently played the accompani-ment, and in turn, Akinmusire put his instrument down and walked over to the side of the stage when it was time for one of the other instruments to shine.
The smooth, velvety music and the lighting in the chapel all contributed to the relaxed and pensive atmosphere that is quint-essential to jazz. Looking around, I saw several people in the front row of the balcony sitting in rel-atively similar positions, resting their heads on their hands with their elbows leaning against the railing, quietly mesmerized by the performers onstage. In truth, much of the music passed by in a very slow-motion blur, even though the melody was shocking at times and contained some very high trumpet lines. After a while, I too succumbed to the music’s gentle spell and became one of the audience members with their heads rested on folded hands, thoughtfully staring into space. The concert program said that the pieces would be announced from the stage, but after at least half an hour had passed and no one in the quartet showed any signs of pausing for introductions, I assumed that the quartet had just forgotten about this detail. It sure seemed as though they had lost themselves in their music and become oblivious to the passage of time. Akinmusire finally did stop to introduce himself and his band and announce the names of the pieces the quartet had just played 
a little over halfway through the performance. In a voice that remarkably resembled the tim-bre of his trumpet, Akinmusire listed out piece titles: “Roll Call,” “Those We Fight” and “Diver’s Song.” Afterwards, Akinmusire and his quartet performed one more song, “Trumpet Sketch,” which was chaotic and dissonant and gave Akinmusire the opportu-nity to improvise. Once the quar-tet had finished performing, they received such roaring applause that they came back out onstage to perform an encore piece.I left the Ambrose Akinmusire Quartet concert with less of a memory of specific musical events and more of a general impression of tranquility. I do not know if this feeling is what Akinmusire and his fellow musicians would have wanted for me to get out of their concert, but it was my expe-rience nonetheless. At any rate, music that makes one feel any feeling at all is good music simply because it elicits a reaction, and I am always happy to listen to music that leaves me feeling calm, collected and satisfied.
Ambrose Akinmusire Quartet 
mesmerizes chapel with jazz
    McKenzie Fetters
     Staff Writer 
_________________________
“Monologues”
continued from page 8
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Jonathan Rubin
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The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and 
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The 
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the Editorial Board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Pope Francis is right 
about the death penalty
On Sunday, Feb. 22, Pope Francis came out with some of his strongest statements against the death penalty. He explained that “the commandment ‘do not kill’ holds absolute value and applies to both the innocent and the guilty.”A lot of times when I overhear people debating about the death penalty, the side against will say something along the lines of “even if someone may deserve to die, life in prison is cheaper.” Other times, the “pro-life” movement is invoked and people say that “we should be pro-life even when it is hard.” These appeals to conserva-tism are unnecessary and avoid the real problems with capital punishment.Before I get into the meat of my argument, I want to acknowl-edge that there are those who call for things like prison abolition. While a radical overhaul of the criminal justice system is appeal-ing to me, I do not know if I am enlightened enough to see what this kind of a world would look like. So instead of putting forth a new and improved alternative, I am just going to critique the cur-rent system—sorry.The first and largest issue with the death penalty in the United States is that it puts both our state and federal governments in the business of killing their own citi-zens. Regardless of your twisted sense of who “deserves” to die, the exceedingly fallible, bureaucratic system of law and order in this country is scary enough without the power to kill its citizensAs far as I am concerned, that should be the end of the discus-sion. Why anyone would be in favor of giving the government the ability to murder people is beyond me. Despite my feelings, there are of course many more reasons why capital punishment is wrong.In an American Civil Liberties 
Union report, it was revealed that almost all people who face the death penalty cannot afford an attorney and use a state appoint-ed one instead. I am breaking no new ground by saying that public defenders have too big of a case load and are often inexperienced, so why are they the ones handling the cases where the most is at stake? The sad fact is that in many cases, all someone would need to do in order to avoid capital punishment is obtain adequate legal counsel, but sadly that is out of reach for many people.What this means is that in prac-tice, the death penalty is how we punish poor people. This becomes even more problematic consider-ing that, according to a survey by the General Accounting Office, those who murder whites are more likely to receive the death penalty than those who murder blacks.So the terrible criminals that we say the death penalty should be saved for are more often than not poor, uneducated people with subpar legal help.The death penalty in and of itself is errant and in practice is so broken that it is used to kill poor people and affirm white suprem-acy. I hope that soon the public con-sciousness will shift so that I will not have to pretend that the death penalty is anything but barbarism. While I am not a Catholic, I agree with the Pope’s sentiments. We cannot say that it is wrong to kill people and then kill people. Stop talking about an imagi-nary death penalty and start talk-ing about the one we have. The question is not “should a state kill its worst criminals,” but “why are we letting the government kill poor people?” 
Danny Davis
Operations Manager
________________________
In today’s United States, Jews are most certainly white
A continuing debate within the American Jewish community is whether Jews are white or not. It is a controversial question for a variety of reasons. First, it ignores the Mizrahi Jews, who are cer-tainly not white. It also disregards people of color who may have con-verted on their own or were born Jewish. It also ignores the differ-ence between race and ethnicity. Ethnicity is a tie to a geographical region, religion, culture. Race is considered by some to be a social construct. Jews are an incredibly priv-ileged ethnic group in the U.S. Despite barriers of discrimination, American Jews have done remark-ably well for themselves. Still, we are constantly reminded of past eras of violent anti-Semitism and systemic discrimination against them in housing, employment and education. To compound this, Jews are the largest target for hate 
crimes in the United States and are the victims of increasingly fre-quent attacks in Europe, particu-larly France. In an opinion piece for The 
Washington Post, Gil Steinlauf argues that as Jews emigrated to the United States, Jews needed a survival strategy; convincing white, Anglo-Saxon protestants that we were white, too. But as Steinlauf argues, by assimilating, young Jewish people today have lost touch with their past and thus cannot push Judaism forward. The non-white argument can be best explained this way: There’s a gated community that white, Anglo-Saxon Protestant America—or just white America—built, where white people live a safe, prosperous life. Actually, they did not really build it themselves, they forced other people to build it for them—but that is an issue more relevant in other discus-sions. Meanwhile, there are many different types of people standing outside the gate, waiting for an opportunity to be let in and enjoy the safety and prosperity that is 
provided by the gated community. At some point, as Steinlauf and others might argue, the gatekeep-ers permitted entry to the Jews because we too were wealthy and white. The Jews moved in, had kids and enjoyed a comfortable life inside the gates. Young Jews are constantly reminded of their otherness by older generations of Jews. They are reminded that they did not build the gates and are mere guests in a home they did not create, and that they are always an inch away from being kicked to the curb once more. Steinlauf and others argue that to reinvigorate Jewish identity, we have to shed our whiteness, to understand that we live inside the gated community for a fun-damentally different reason than white Protestants. However, to the unprivileged there is no differ-ence. Living inside the gated com-munity and building it in the first place has no moral distinction. So long as we live in the gated com-munity, we perpetuate the system of discrimination against people who live outside the gates. 
There are a few things Steinlauf and I agree on. First, is that we are only one or two gen-erations removed from a period of systemic discrimination against Jews, and that understanding that real and frightening connection is an integral part of Jewish iden-tity. Second, is that Jews are no longer systematically discrimi-nated against in the way other minorities are. Both these points underlie the moral imperative of American Jews to engage in social activism and allyship. However, Steinlauf thinks that this involves ‘shedding’ our white-ness. So long as we live in the gated community and continue to do so, we cannot shed our white-ness. Whiteness is what we gained when we moved in, and unless we move out—which we probably will not—we will continue to be indisputably white in a society that discriminates against non-whites. That does not rule out the exis-tence of anti-Semitism. Rather, Jews need to recognize that it comes from a different place than 
other forms of discrimination do. That does not make it any less of a problem. Jews still remain the demographic of recorded hate crimes and are subject to increas-ingly hostile environments over-seas. However, that discrimination does not come from a place of non-whiteness, and needs closer examination to articulate clearly.    Jews inherit a unique position in our society. We simultaneously live inside the gates but have a close connection to former gen-erations of Jews that lived outside the gates. That gives Jews a more unique imperative: Recognize and use that place of privilege to the benefit of those who live outside the gates, and restructure that community so it is more acces-sible and inclusive to others who experience discrimination that, only a few decades ago, was all too real. 
STAFF EDITORIAL
Religion and spirituality matter, 
even on a largely secular campusFollowing the announcement of a dean for religious and spiritual life, students have questioned the necessity of this new role. In particular, critics have asked if the funds used for this new position could have been better spent elsewhere, such as in the much-needed areas of diversity and inclusion. In addi-tion, many do not see the need or use for such a position when the majority of campus is secular.The basic answers to these questions are fairly straightforward. Funds were donated for the specific purpose of creating this particular position. Giving donors the agency to choose where their donation is directed creates more incentive for them to contribute; this is an important part of donor engagement.Furthermore, the position will be valuable to all students on campus, not just those who practice a religion. Speaking to The Lawrentian, Vice President for Student Affairs Nancy Truesdell clarified that this position would potentially act as a combination of a counselor and administrator. Although the position description remains vague, Truesdell mentioned broad programmatic areas this new dean could extend to campus. These include film series, book talks, meditation sessions, oppor-tunities to explore mindfulness and support for religious students. Truesdell also hoped this position could complete the picture of student wellness by enhancing spirituality and social justice.However, this discussion goes well beyond straightforward answers. It is worth exploring why a position relating to religious and spiritual life incurred so much concern around campus. While Lawrence has come a long way from its Methodist-affiliated origins to become a largely secular institu-tion, students who identify as religious still form a significant portion of our campus community.These students have consistently expressed sentiments of exclusion and dissatisfaction in campus climate surveys. In his first matriculation address, University President Mark Burstein highlighted feel-ings among some students that their opinions were not taken seriously simply because of their religious identity. These sentiments are not without foundation. Systems relating to religious diversity are lacking on campus. Even though student organizations or campus departments put together small-scale events to celebrate holidays or provide support for religious service, there is no systematic campus-wide effort to support religious students. Given these sentiments and a lack of appropriate support for religious students, this deanship has great potential for enhancing student welfare. Even if you are not affected by the addition of this position itself, it is important to consider that there is a diversity of religious and spiritual ideas on campus. In fact, this deanship would be furthering the university’s initiatives toward diversity and inclusion instead of diverting from them by reaching out to religious students.
The Lawrentian is hopeful the new dean’s activities will promote general campus cohesion through thoughtful and mediated discussions. Through effective conversations, a bridge can be built between students who identify as religious and those who do not. In addition, we hope this will be a push to further improve healthy living and spiritual awareness on an overly stressed campus, in line with existing initiatives to ensure student wellness and academic success. Finally, we would like to see this position entail coordinated and thoughtful support for religious students by providing spaces, opportunities and infrastructure to conduct religious activities. Although much remains to be revealed about this position, we hope the administration maintains openness in its deliberations and includes adequate student representation. With the hope that this new deanship, alongside all other initiatives at Lawrence University, moves forward with transparency and enhances student welfare, the 2015-16 Editorial Board of The Lawrentian signs off its last staff editorial.
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e Next Monday, Feb. 29, the Lawrence University Community Council (LUCC) Residence Life Committee’s proposed housing legislation is up for voting by members of the General 
Council. After two terms of work within the committee, incorporating suggestions from 
Steering Committee and General Council, LUCC fully endorses the proposed legislation, 
which includes the following:
· The ‘Group Living’ legislation eliminates distinctions between Formal Group Housing 
and Theme Housing. Moving forward, any group of people, regardless of their 
affiliation with an LUCC-recognized organization, can apply for group housing. There 
must still be a unifying mission statement, and groups must establish criteria for 
eligibility to live in a house. Groups will be responsible for ensuring that residents fulfill 
eligibility requirements.
· Every group that succeeds during the housing application process is eligible for a 
one-year compact.  Groups that have spent two consecutive years in a house prior 
to application will be eligible for two-year compacts, although in any given year, at 
most 40 percent of the applicants can receive two-year compacts.
·  At least one member of the group, in addition to the residence life manager (RLM), 
must have completed Safe Space Training prior to application
·  Applicant groups may contest the decisions of the group living selection board, only 
on grounds of racism, sexism or other bias toward a group or its members.
Only groups due for reapplication or new groups reapplying in the spring will be subject 
to this legislation. Existing houses will complete the full term of their compacts before 
reapplying under the new policies.
 
General Council has also approved the Cabinet slate for 2016-17. Along with President 
Max Loebl and Vice President Jo-Hanna Rifai, the following students will be serving on 
the LUCC Cabinet:
-          General Secretary: Madi Gardner
-          Parliamentarian: Kyle Labak
-          Finance Secretary: Emma Liu
-          Treasurer: Harry Broderick
-          Public Relations Secretary: Hitkarsh Chanana
Abedin Rafique
Public Relations Secretary
Join clubs to learn outside of the classroom
Academic pressure frequent-ly forces Lawrentians to choose between academic endeavors and activities outside of the classroom. Lawrence University offers stu-dents innumerable opportunities for growth, both in the classroom and out. While academics are of paramount importance, letting them get in the way of growth through other activities is unnec-essary.While Lawrence is not known for its athletic prowess, numerous varsity, club and intramural sports teams are open to Lawrence stu-dents. Through athletics students learn teamwork and cooperation. Competition also fosters self-motivation and dedication. On top of it all, athletics help keep peo-ple healthy. For those athletically inclined, Lawrence offers some-thing for everyone.
Lawrence’s numerous clubs also serve to enrich the lives of students. Lawrence plays host to student organizations focused on all manner of activities, from com-munity service to tea apprecia-tion. Through these clubs, many new skills can be acquired. For example, Lawrence Swing Dance offers swing lessons, and the Lawrence University Curling Club is centered around a learn-to-curl program. Clubs are a great way to learn new things, bettering one-self in the process.While it can never be said that there is a club for everyone, this does not preclude anyone from participating. To form a club, one simply fills out a form avail-able in the Campus Life office. The requirements for club forma-tion are outlined in the Lawrence Student Handbook. To be recog-nized by the Lawrence University Community Council, a club must have five or more members, at least two of whom are designated club representatives, and have a stated purpose or mission state-
ment.When forming a club, stu-dents practice independent orga-nization and leadership skills. Additionally, they make the cam-pus a better place. People should not hesitate to form new campus organizations.On top of athletics and clubs, Lawrence offers opportunities that defy categorization. Student government, for example, involves many students in the inner work-ings of the university. Greek organizations, while not strictly speaking clubs, offer friendship and fellowship to many. Even this newspaper is student-run, written and read.Lawrence offers numerous opportunities for self-enrichment outside of the classroom. These opportunities will not necessar-ily be easily accessed after gradu-ation. Lawrentians should take advantage of these opportunities while they are available.Academics often prevent students from taking advantage of the opportunities Lawrence 
offers. This is a travesty. College is so much more than academ-ics. College is a period of intense self-development. This cannot be completed in a classroom alone. Classes fall short in promoting growth in leadership,  self-moti-vation and exposure to new activ-ities. Supplementing what one learns in a formal setting with extracurricular learning is the only way to become truly well-rounded.Lawrentians are students first. In no way would I sug-gest otherwise. However, a bal-ance must be struck between academics and student clubs. Extracurricular activities should not entirely eliminate academ-ics, just as academics cannot be allowed to prevent learning that occurs outside of the classroom.With this in mind, I make two suggestions. First, in your stay at Lawrence, please do not be afraid to challenge yourself. Take on more than you think you can. Do not hesitate. Throw yourself into that club. Join that organization. 
Try a sport. Sure, it might lead to a busy term, but you will rise to the occasion. What is a little lost sleep in the face of massive self-enrichment?Second, do not be afraid to take a lighter course load. There is no shame in taking an intro-ductory-level course, rather than that 400-level course that will work your fingers to the bone. Of course, this must be done in mod-eration, but at times it is beneficial to take a term to work outside the classroom. Take a lighter work-load to make taking on an extra activity possible.Take risks! Push yourself ! Jump at opportunities! Do not be afraid to at times step back from academics to allow personal growth through other activities. For most, college only happens once. You have one shot to get the most you can out of Lawrence. So challenge yourself. Live, learn and grow, both inside and outside the classroom.
 Theodore Kortenhof
 Staff Writer
________________________
Prior to President Mark Burstein’s address to campus on June 8, 2015 regarding on-campus sexual misconduct, the Higher Education Data 
Sharing consortium (HEDS) Sexual Assault Campus Climate Survey was distributed to Lawrence University students in April 2015. The 
results of the survey were released on Feb. 19, 2016. Below are the listed results relating to sexual assault; next week’s issue will contain an 
article giving further details and context. For complete results, visit lawrence.edu/SHARE and click on the ‘Get Educated’ tab.
HEDS Sexual Assault Campus Climate Survey 
Spring 2015 Results
Trigger Warning—Sexual Assault & Harassment1420416Students Students29% of total student body
Types of Assault Prevalence
Alcohol & Drugs
Time & Location
Types of Perpetrators
Unwanted Touching (91%)
Vaginal Sex (47%)
Oral Sex (21%)
Anal Sex (6%)
Vaginal or Anal Penetration With a 
Finger or Object (3%)
Most assaults occurred in the first (65%) or second (24%) year on 
campus, and most (91%) occurred in a residential building.
 The majority (61%) reported more than one incident,
and some (22%) reported more than one assailant.
These rates are slightly higher than peer institutions (by 2-7%).
Number
Single person (76%)
Multiple assailants (22%)
Relationships
Non-romantic friends (59%) 
Casual dates/hookups (29%)
Gender & Status
Males (94%)
Lawrence students (97%)
Alcohol Use
Assailants (86%)
Victims (64%) 
Drugs Use 
Assailants (31%)
Victims (9%)
Victims drugged 
without their 
knowledge (11%)
Attempted Sexual Assault
Females (12%) and males (3%)
Completed Sexual Assault
Females (14%) and males (4%)
Administered toCompleted by
UC
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What do you think about Lawrence University hiring 
a new dean of religious and spiritual life?
PHOTO POLL Billy LiuStaff Photographer
“It benefits a student’s spiritual 
life, especially in a liberal arts 
school.”
—Bre Sande-Martin
“I’m interested to see how that 
will fit into the effort of building 
a more inclusive campus, but 
I’m not sure where the decision 
comes from.”
—Morgan Edwards-Fligner
“It’s a good choice; it caters to 
an academic department that is 
previously underserved.”
—Nolan Ramirez
“The dean will be a welcome 
addition to our campus, and I 
hope they’ll work to increase the 
integration of minority religions 
into the campus culture.”
—Dan Thomas-Commins
“I think it’s great to have faculty 
that can support students with 
difficult backgrounds and beliefs.”
—Isabel Dammann
“It’s great for the school to help 
students with their religious 
affiliations and make sure they 
are not discriminated [against].”
—Saahil Cuccria
